Abstract-In Deep Learning, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is usually selected as a training method because of its efficiency; however, recently, a problem in SGD gains research interest: sharp minima in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have poor generalization; especially, large-batch SGD tends to converge to sharp minima. It becomes an open question whether escaping sharp minima can improve the generalization. To answer this question, we propose SmoothOut framework to smooth out sharp minima in DNNs and thereby improve generalization. In a nutshell, SmoothOut perturbs multiple copies of the DNN by noise injection and averages these copies. Injecting noises to SGD is widely used in the literature, but SmoothOut differs in lots of ways: (1) a de-noising process is applied before parameter updating; (2) noise strength is adapted to filter norm; (3) an alternative interpretation on the advantage of noise injection, from the perspective of sharpness and generalization; (4) usage of uniform noise instead of Gaussian noise. We prove that SmoothOut can eliminate sharp minima. Training multiple DNN copies is inefficient, we further propose an unbiased stochastic SmoothOut which only introduces the overhead of noise injecting and de-noising per batch. An adaptive variant of SmoothOut, AdaSmoothOut, is also proposed to improve generalization. In a variety of experiments, SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut consistently improve generalization in both small-batch and large-batch training on the top of state-of-the-art solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is the dominant optimization method used to train Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). However, the generalization of DNNs needs more understanding. Recently, one observation is that large-batch SGD has worse generalization than small-batch SGD [1] [2] [3] . The accuracy difference between small-batch training and largebatch training is the well known "generalization gap" [2] .
Reasons behind the "generalization gap" are still under active research. Hoffer et al. [4] hypothesizes that the process of SGD is similar to "random walk on a random potential" [5] . This hypothesis attributes generalization gap to the limited number of parameter updates, and suggests to train more iterations. Learning Rate Scaling (LRS) was also proposed to match walk statistics to close the gap. Inspired by this hypothesis, practical techniques are proposed [3] Another appealing hypothesis, which arouses recent research interest, is that the generalization is attributed to the flatness of minima [9] [10] ; that is, flat minima have good generalization while sharp minima can worsen it. The hypothesis can be applied to both small-batch and large-batch SGD, but large-batch SGD tends to converge to sharper minima, ending up with the generalization gap. Sharp minima have bad generalization due to their high over-fitting to training data [9] [11] and high sensitivity to noises [10] .
Jastrzębski et al. [12] showed the connection between these two hypotheses: LRS motivated by "random walk" leads to flatter minima and helps to improve the generalization. Our approach is based on the second hypothesis, targeting on escaping sharp minima for better generalization in both small-batch and large-batch SGD. Moreover, our approach can enhance techniques inspired by the first hypothesis and further improve generalization.
Keskar et al. [2] attempted to escape sharp minima through data augmentation, conservative training and adversarial training. However, all trials "do not completely remedy the problem" [2] , leaving how to avoid sharp minima as an open question. We propose SmoothOut to smooth out sharp minima and guide the convergence of SGD to flatter regions. SmoothOut slightly perturbs DNN function by noise injecting or function reshaping, then averages all perturbed DNNs. Because sharp minima are sensitive to perturbation, slight perturbation can result in significant function increase at each sharp minimum, which means the averaged value will be high. In this way, sharp minima can be eliminated. Conversely, small perturbation only influences the margin of each flat region and the "flat bottom" still aligns well with the original "bottom". Averaging aligned "bottoms" can maintain the original minimum. Beyond this intuition, we prove that SmoothOut under uniform noises can eliminate sharp minima while maintaining flat minima. Note that we majorly use uniform noise for study as it is well motivated, but other noise types like Gaussian noise can fit into our new SmoothOut framework. Moreover, training over many perturbed DNNs for averaging is computation intensive. We propose Stochastic SmoothOut, which injects noise per iteration during SGD. We prove that Stochastic SmoothOut is equivalent to the original SmoothOut in expectation. Adaptive SmoothOut -AdaSmoothOut, is also proposed to further improve generalization by adapting noise strength to filter norm. Our experiments show that SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut can help to escape sharp minima and improve the generalization. SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut are easy to be implemented and our code is at https://github.com/wenwei202/smoothout.
II. RELATED WORK
Sharp Minima and Generalization. Why deep neural networks generalize well still needs deeper understanding [13] . As aforementioned, one hypothesis is that SGD finds flat minima which can generalize well [9] [2]. As Hochreiter et al. [9] pointed out, based on Minimum Description (Message) Length [11] [14] theory, a flatter minimum can be encoded in fewer bits which indicates a simpler DNN model for better generalization. Alternative explanations are based on Bayesian learning [15] [16] . Dinh et al. [17] further argue that current definitions of sharpness are problematic and redefinition is required for explanation. However, Keskar et al. [2] indeed found that large-batch training sticks to sharp minima and has bad generalization. Different from previous work, we focus on new variants of SGD to escape sharp minima. We find that our method not only can escape sharp minima during large-batch training but also guide small-batch training to flatter ones, therefore, improving generalization in both cases. Chaudhari et al. [10] proposed Entropy-SGD which maximizes local entropy to bias SGD to flat minima ("wide valleys"). Local entropy was constructed by building connections between Gibbs distribution and optimization problems. The gradients of local entropy was estimated by Langevin dynamics [18] , which is computation intensive. Compared with Entropy-SGD, our SmoothOut is more efficient since noise injection and de-noising is the only overhead. This enables SmoothOut to scale to larger dataset like ImageNet [19] . Moreover, SmoothOut consistently improves generalization in all experiments, while Entropy-SGD achieved "comparable generalization error". Izmailov et al. [20] proposed Stochastic Weight Averaging (SWA), which records the newest parameter points along the trajectory of SGD and then simply averages them to get the final optimum. Comparing with SWA, SmoothOut performs stochastic averaging over perturbed models; SWA relies on a pre-training to converge near to minima, while SmoothOut can train from scratch; moreover, it is unanswered if SWA can improve generalization in large-batch SGD, while SmoothOut can improve it both experimentally and theoretically.
Noise Injection. Noise injection is a commonly used method in SGD [21] [29] , where usually Gaussian noises are injected to parameters or gradients for exploration or distribution approximation. Differently, our method is motivated by eliminating sharp minima, which leads to some key differences: (1) a de-noising process is applied before parameter updating; (2) noise strength is adapted to filter norm; (3) an alternative interpretation on the advantage of noise injection, from the perspective of sharpness and generalization; (4) usage of uniform noise instead of Gaussian noise. Our experiments will show that uniform noise is superior to Gaussian noise. Moreover, our SmoothOut framework is agnostic noise types Any noise type can fit to the framework and may achieve the goal. We adopt uniform noise as a major study because it is well motivated as will be shown in Section III. Dropout [30] is a popular method to avoid over-fitting and include uncertainty [31] by randomly drop neurons, however, largebatch training with Dropout still has the generalization gap as shown experimentally. The reason is: as Keskar et al. [2] observed, sharp region only expands in a small dimensional subspace and most directions are flat; however, Dropout only perturbs a subspace such that the sharp directions cannot be frequently perturbed; conversely, our method effectively perturbs the whole space including sharp direction. We will explain the connections between Dropout and our method.
Large-batch SGD. Large-batch SGD is a loosely related work because SmoothOut is a general SGD approach. However, as sharp minima in large-batch SGD become severer [2] and accuracy loss is generally observed, an active line of research focuses on overcoming the generalization gap (accuracy loss). Hoffer et al. [4] suggest to train more epochs, however, training more epochs consumes more time. Some heuristic techniques were proposed to close the gap without prolonging epochs. Those techniques include linear learning rate scaling [3] , warm-up training [3] [8], Layerwise Adaptive Rate Scaling [7] and others [32] As [2] studied, sharp minima have large generalization gaps, because small distortion/shift of testing function from training function can significantly increase testing loss even though current parameter is a minimum of the training function 1 . Our optimization goal is to encourage convergence to flat minima for more robust models. Our solution is derived from the sensitivity nature of sharp minima. We intentionally inject noises into the model to smooth out sharp minima. The concept is illustrated in Figure 1 (a)(b). We define w as a point in the parameter space, C(w) as the training loss function andC(w; Θ) as a perturbation of C(w).C(w; Θ) is parameterized by both w and Θ, where Θ is a random vector to generate the perturbation. Instead of minimizing C(w), we propose to minimizē to find a optimal w * for C(w), where θ i is a sample of Θ and N is the number of samples. For simplicity, we assume C(w) has one flat minimum w f and one sharp minimum w s , but the discussion can be generalized to C(w) with multiple flat and sharp minima. Our goal is to design an auxiliary function C(w) such that its minimum within the original flat region can approximate w f , by satisfying the Flat Constraint arg min
meanwhile the sharp w s is smoothed out, by satisfying the Sharp Constraint
where D(w, ς) represents a region around w, being constrained as
When ϕ is small and τ is large, Inequality (2) ensures that the auxiliary functionC(w) maintains the minimality of C(w) in the flat region; in the extreme case of ϕ = 0 and τ → ∞, the minimum ofC(w) is exactly w f . Conversely, near the original sharp region, Inequality (3) ensures that minimality ofC(w) is eliminated when ε is relatively large, because max D(ws,ε) (C(w)), the lower bound ofC(w), increases rapidly by slightly increasing ε around the sharp minimum; in the extreme case of ε → ∞, the lower bound is the maximum of C(w). In a nutshell, a good design ofC(w) allow a small ϕ, a large τ and a large ε. In this way, minimization process of C(w) will skip w s and converge to w f . It is infeasible to find an optimalC(w) which minimizes ϕ and maximizes τ and ε, especially when C(w) is a deep neural network. However, we find that, under the Uniform Perturbatioñ
∼ U (−a, a) and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}, (5)C (w) can well perform the purpose. U (−a, a) is a uniform distribution within a range of [−a, a]. In this case, we have abusedC(w; a) asC(w) in the notation for simplicity. In the Appendix A, we prove that, under Uniform Perturbation, appropriate ϕ, τ and ε can be found to satisfy Flat Constraint and Sharp Constraint:
, the minimum of ϕ is 0 to satisfy the Flat Constraint whenC(w) is generated under the Uniform Perturbation.
and is symmetric and strictly monotonic in D(w s , b)| b>a , then ∃a such that Sharp Constraint is satisfied with ε → a − whenC(w) is generated under the Uniform Perturbation.
In theorems, the symmetry is assumed only near minima, and the loss surface does not have to be symmetric in the whole space. By referring to the visualization of loss landscapes of neural nets in [33] , it is reasonable to make this assumption near minima.
Besides the rigor proof in the Appendix A, SmoothOut can be explained from the perspective of signal processing: imagining the parameter space as a time domain and the function as signals, then averaging is a low-pass filter which eliminates high-frequency signals (sharp regions) while maintains lowfrequency signals (flat regions).
Figure 1(c) illustrates the framework of the proposed SmoothOut in SGD. All models share the same parameter w. Before training starts, the i-th model is independently perturbed by θ i ; during training, all θ i are fixed and an identical batch of data is sent to all models for training. Because a large N is required for approximation in Eq. (1), the computation complexity and memory usage will be very high, especially when C(w) is a deep neural network. In the next section, the Stochastic SmoothOut will be proposed to solve this issue.
B. Theory: Stochastic SmoothOut is Unbiased
To reduce the computation complexity and memory usage of SmoothOut in Figure 1 
implemented by [4] . Optimizer: Adam with 0.001 initial learning rate.
in this section as shown in Figure 1 (d). Instead of using multiple perturbed models to learn from identical data, only one model is trained. At the t-th batch of training data x t , the parameter w t is first perturbed to w t + θ t and then x t is fed into the model to calculate the loss function. We can prove that, in both frameworks, the outputs can approximateC(w) without bias. Formally, in Figure 1 (c), the expectation of the output is
In online learning systems [34] like Figure 1(d) , the data x t is independently generated from a random distribution and its online loss is obtained by model Q(x t , w); the final loss function to minimize is the expectation of online loss under data distribution, i.e., C(w) E X {Q(x, w)} .
Therefore, in Figure 1(d) , the expectation of the output is
Consequently, both frameworks in Figure 1 can approximatē C(w) = E{C(w; Θ)} in Eq. (1), but Stochastic SmoothOut is much more computation efficient. The only overhead of Stochastic SmoothOut is noise injection and denoising as will be shown. In the following sections, without explicit clarification, SmoothOut will refer to the stochastic version in Figure 1(d) .
The reason why SmoothOut can eliminate sharp minima is that C(w s ) is more sensitive to noise than C(w f ), and we expectC(w s ) increases faster thanC(w f ) as the noise strength a increases from 0. To verify this, we first train a DNN under a small batch size to get a flat minimum w f ; second, w = w f is deployed into the framework in Figure 1(d) ; third, the whole train/validation dataset is fed to the framework in batch size of 100, and at each batch, the parameter is perturbed to w = w f + θ t ; finally, the losses are averaged over all batches to estimateC(w f ). The same process is done using a large batch size for the same DNN to estimateC(w s ). We scan a in a range to test the sensitivity ofC(w f ) and C(w s ) to perturbation. Figure 2(a) visualizes the sharpness of C(w) around w f and w s , using the technique adopted in [2] which was originally proposed in [35] . In Figure 2 (a), each point on the loss curve is (w + , C(w + )) where
The visualization is consistent with [2] , which concluded that large-batch training converges to sharp minima. Figure 2(b) analyzes the sensitivity. For both training and validation datasets,C(w s ) indeed increases faster than C(w f ) as a increases. The accuracy curves have a similar trend. Sensitivity analyses of more DNNs and more datasets are included in the Appendix B. Therefore, a side outcome of this work is that we can use
as a metric to measure the sharpness of C(w) at minimum w * . A larger s means a sharper minimum. At last, under our framework, we can view Dropout as an noise under Bernoulli distribution adapting its noise strength to the corresponding weight. Concretely, in Figure 1(d) , θ ti = −w i with probability p and θ ti = 0 with probability 1 − p, where p is the dropout ratio. Under this view, Dropout can fit into our framework, but it cannot guide the convergence to sharp minima, because the strength of noise θ ti = −w i is too large.
C. Implementation: Back-propagation with Perturbation and Denoising

Algorithm 1 SmoothOut in Back Propagation
Input : Training dataset X, total iterations T , model Q(x, w) with initial parameter w = w0 1: for t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1} do 2: Randomly sample a batch data xt from X 3:
Perturbation: wt = wt + θt where θti
Back-propagation: gt = ∂Q(x t ,w t ) ∂w t
5:
Denoising: wt = wt − θt 6: Updating: wt+1 = wt − ηt · gt 7: end for Output: 1 The model Q(x, w) with final parameter w = wT " = " + , " In Figure 1(d) , the gradient to update parameter at iteration t is
Therefore, the parameter is updated as
where η t is the learning rate and the gradient is obtained by back propagation when the parameter value is w t + θ t . Thus, SmoothOut can be implemented as Algorithm 1 as illustrated in Figure 3 . This reveals a pitfall in implementation that the noise θ t added to w t must be denoised before applying the gradient, which is also a key difference from existing noise injection approaches [21] [22][23] [24] . As shown in Figure 3 , the only overhead of SmoothOut is adding and subtracting noises, which is much more efficient than training multiple DNNs in Figure 1(c) . Note that, although Algorithm 1 is proposed in the context of vanilla SGD, it can be extended to SGD variants by simply utilizing the gradient g t for momentum accumulation, learning rate adaptation, and so on.
D. Adaptive SmoothOut -AdaSmoothOut
Due to the fact that the weight distributions across all layers vary a lot, adding noise with a constant strength to all weights may over-perturb the layers with small weights while underperturb others. The varying distribution is also the source of problem in visualizing the sharpness as pointed out in [33] . To overcome this, [33] proposed "filter normalization" and achieved more accurate visualization. Inspired by "filter normalization", in SmoothOut, the noises added to a filter are linearly scaled by 2 norm of the filter. In fully-connected layers, the noises are scaled per neuron, i.e., all input connections of each neuron form a vector and noises are divided by 2 norm of the vector. We call it Adaptive SmoothOut (AdaSmoothOut) because it adapts the strength of noises to the filters instead of fixing the strength. Mathematically, suppose w (i) is a vector of parameters in filter i and θ (i) is a noise vector, then adapted noiseθ (i) will beθ
where a controls the strength of noises. Adaptive noise is another key difference from noise injection in previous work. Our ablation study will show adaptive noise is more effective in improving generalization.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate SmoothOut in MNIST [36] , CIFAR-10 [37], CIFAR-100 [37] and ImageNet [19] dataset. SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut are evaluated in small-batch ("SB") SGD and large-batch ("LB") SGD. (C , A)-sharpness [2] is utilized to measure the sharpness of a minimum, which is solved using L-BFGS-B algorithm [38] . In solving (C , A)-sharpness, the fullspace (i.e., A = I n ) in the bounding box C (with = 5·10 −4 ) is explored to find the maximum for measurement. As L-BFGS-B is an estimation algorithm and may fail to find the exact maximum value, variance in measurements is observed. We run 5 experiments for each measurement, and use the maximum as the final sharpness metric. Unlike [2] which averaged over 5 runs, ours is more reasonable because (C , A)-sharpness is based on measuring the maximum value around the box. In training with SmoothOut, a is the only additional hyper-parameter to tune, which controls the strength of noise. a is very robust because of the width of flat minima. More concretely, a is 0.0375 in all experiments of SmoothOut in Table I and Table II . We believe the value of a is network architecture dependent (i.e., loss function dependent). We cross-validate it in small-batch SGD and directly use it in large-batch SGD without further tuning, and it generalizes well and improves accuracy in both small-batch SGD and largebatch SGD.
A. Convergence to Flatter Minima
We first adopt benchmarks by [2] to verify that SmoothOut can effectively guide both SB and LB SGD to flatter minima and thus improve the generalization (accuracy). The comparison is in Table I . Figure 4 visualizes and compares the sharpness of baseline (C 3 ) and SmoothOut. Similar visualization results for F 1 and C 1 can be found in the Appendix B. Note that Keskar et al. [2] did not target on achieving state-of-theart accuracy but studying the characteristics of minima, and we simply follow this purpose. Comparison in state-of-the-art models will be covered in Section IV-B.
In Table I and Figure 4 , we observed consistency among sharpness, visualization, and generalization, that is, a smaller (C , A)-sharpness, then a flatter region in the visualization and a higher accuracy. More importantly, the results indicate that (1) comparing with SB training, LB training converges to sharper minima with worse generalization, but SmoothOut can guide it to converge to flatter minima and closes the gap or even improves the accuracy; (2) the sharp minima problem also exist in SB training as shown in Figure 4 (a), but SmoothOut can reduce the sharpness and improve the accuracy; (3) sharp minima problem is severer in LB training such that SmoothOut can improve more. At last, we argue that the convergence of our method is stable although noises are injected; that is, different runs converge to similar accuracy under the same strength of injected noises. More specific, for C 1 in Table I , accuracy standard deviation is ±0.33%, ±0.12%, ±0.24% and ±0.31% in small-batch baseline, small-batch SmoothOut, large-batch baseline and large-batch SmoothOut, respectively.
B. Improving Generalization on the Top of State-of-the-art Solutions
In this section, we evaluate our method by state-of-theart DNNs, including ResNet44 on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, AlexNet [39] of them to verify if SmoothOut can be combined with those state-of-the-art solutions. We are not able to duplicate all of those techniques, but we select Learning Rate Scaling (LRS), Ghost Batch Normalization (GBN) and Training Longer (TL) techniques [4] [3] as the representatives. For LRS, [3] used linear LRS (i.e. learning rate is scaled linearly w.r.t. the batch size), while [4] used square root LRS. The preferable LRS rule is dependent on the dataset and DNN [4] . In our experiments, linear LRS 2 is preferable for ResNet44 on CIFAR-100 and square root LRS is preferable for the others. For TL, we simply double the training epochs for each learning rate.
In the experiments of ResNet44 on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we applied GBN, TL (400 epochs), linear LRS or square root LRS in the baselines, so that we can diversify the setups to evaluate our method. In all setups, SmoothOut improves generalization on the top of the GBN, TL and LRS, verifying that our method is orthogonal to state-of-the-art solutions. More importantly, the AdaSmoothOut variant has the best generalization in all experiments on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR- 100, showing the necessity of adaptive noises. Therefore, we choose AdaSmoothOut as the representative in ImageNet for faster development.
As AdaSmoothOut is one type of regularizations by stochastic model averaging, the regularizations by weight decay and dropout are not adopted in training ImageNet, such that we can reduce the number of hyperparameters. The top-1 accuracy of AlexNet in SB training is 56.15% with the batch size of 256, however, in LB training with the batch size of 16384, the accuracy drops to 47.64% if trained by the same epochs. TL indeed can improve the generalization to 54.24%. More importantly, AdaSmoothOut improves the accuracy in both cases, i.e., improving 4.89% when TL is not applied and improving 1.27% on the top of TL. Last but not the least, our method also achieve improvement on ResNet18 on the ImageNet.
At the end, we visualize the sharpness of minima by "filter normalization" visualization [33] , AdaSmoothOut indeed converges to a flatter region as shown in Figure 5 .
C. Ablation Study
1) The necessity of de-noising: One of our contributions is the de-noising process. We perform an ablation study by removing the de-noising process to test its necessity. We rerun all CIFAR-10 SmoothOut experiments in Table I and Table II de-noising, the accuracy significantly drops. The reason is straightforward: strong noises make original parameters and gradients less accurate and deteriorate convergence, but our gradients are exactly the gradients of auxiliary functionC(w) and perturbed parameters are recovered before applying gradients.
For a fair comparison, we further carefully tune the noise strength a in SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut "w/o de-noising" to get a near optimal accuracy. More specific, we have to decrease a as SGD is more sensitive to noises when denoising is not applied. The results are summarized in Table IV . Without de-noising, accuracy is lower. Note that the de-noising process is naturally generated by our framework and theory in Section III; without de-noising, it will not fit into our framework and the optimization target will not be the auxiliary functionC(w).
2) Gaussian noise vs. uniform noise: Another contribution is the generic SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut framework, which is agnostic to the type of noises. We majorly used uniform noise for study as it is well motivated, but any type of noises can fit into our framework. As Gaussian noise is broadly used in the literature [21] noise agnostic and answering how performance changes when the noise type alters. The results are in Table V , where, in injecting Gaussian noises, a is the standard derivation. Table V indicates that
• both uniform and Gaussian noises improve generalization in SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut, verifying they are agnostic to noise types; • uniform noise is superior to Gaussian noise. A intuitive explanation is that Gaussian distribution gives a high probability to average over values near the minimum, and thus has a smaller probability to smooth out sharp minima. However, uniform distribution evenly treats values around the minimum, and can eliminate the minimum when it is sharp. We do not aggressively conclude that uniform noise will always be superior in all settings, but leaving noise selection as an building block when using our framework.
• a smaller generalization improvement is observed if only injecting noises into parameters without using our framework (as shown by the "noise only" experiments).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut framework to escape sharp minima during SGD training of Deep Neural Networks, for a better generalization. SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut build an auxiliary optimization function without sharp minima, utilizing noise injection. Although noise injection was broadly used in the literature, we interpret the advantage of noise injection from a new perspective of generalization and sharpness. Moreover, our framework advances in multiple ways: (1) de-noising is applied after noise injection; (2) noise strength is adaptive to filter norm in AdaSmoothOut; (3) uniform noise is majorly adopted for study and can be superior to Gaussian noise in some cases. A comprehensive ablation study is conducted to prove the necessity of those three advances. In the future, we will extend SmoothOut and AdaSmoothOut to Recurrent Neural Networks, attention-based models and very deep Convolutional Neural Networks.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2
Proof of Theorem 1:
Proof. As D(w, a) is defined as a box centering at w with size 2a, i.e.,
then, under Uniform Perturbation,
where
and
When C(w) is symmetric about w f in D(w f , τ ) such that, ∀i, a cut along w i = (w f ) i +a and a cut along w i = (w f ) i −a get the same function in the subspace w \i , then ∇C(w f ) = 0; that is, the Flat Constraint satisfies with ϕ = 0.
The optimal ϕ and τ are determined by the symmetry of the flat region. ϕ may be relaxed to a larger value when the symmetry is broken; however, within a flat region, a larger ϕ may only slightly increase C(w * ).
Proof of Theorem 2:
Proof. Suppose C (s) ε is the maximum value near the sharp minimum, i.e.,
as C(w) is strictly monotonic in D(w s , b), we have, ∀ε < a < b, min
where D(w s , a)\D(w s , ε ) is a Set Difference, notating a domain within D(w s , a) but outside of D(w s , ε ). Then, follow the proof of Theorem 1, we have
Because of (C(w)) .
In the flat region, 
which satisfies the Sharp Constraint.
APPENDIX B SENSITIVITY ANALYSES AND SHARPNESS VISUALIZATION
We provide more sensitivity analyses in Figure 6 and Figure 7 as tested on different DNNs and datasets. More sharpness comparison between baseline and SmoothOut is visualized in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . 
